
Don’t wait for the investigation. With many companies 

relying upon Medicare and Medicaid funding to ensure 

financial viability, the quest to “thrive” has reach a fevered 

pitch. The catch is that you need to match it with clear 

regulatory compliance and independently verified billing claims 

processes. The process an IRO uses to review claims for 

overbilling or fraud doesn’t change very much whether 

occurring before or after an investigation. By engaging in 

prevention, you can better identify trends, correct minor 

problems before they become big ones, and save yourself time, 

money, and severe penalties. Self-disclosure gives providers the 

opportunity to avoid the costs and disruptions associated with a 

government-directed investigation and civil or administrative 

litigation. In short, a cost-effective healthcare IRO review on 

your own schedule  more than pays for itself through cost 

savings and peace of mind. 

The scrutiny grows. Think federal OIG investigations won’t 

affect your healthcare company? Think again. Google any 

variation of “OIG investigations”, “Medicare settlements”, 

“fraud”, or “company penalties”. Investigations are now more 

prominent than ever and certainly more publically searchable. 

With sequestration hitting many providers hard, companies are  

determined to maximize payment for their services. That same 

determination can lead to bad billing practices, and in some 

cases outright fraud. How does the OIG select their 

investigation targets? There’s certainly nothing random 

about it. The OIG will find its targets through a team of 

contractors, fraud investigators, and, most importantly, data 

mining and analytics. As with any investigation, settlement is 

always an option, which is where the IRO usually comes into 

play. While there are many types of IROs that can range from 

accounting to compliance reviews, the healthcare IRO is a 

necessary step of any settlement agreement. The healthcare 

IRO will scrub, your medical and billing records for accuracy. 
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